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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PLAN

GROW AND SUPPORT
• Grow and support Utah businesses in our rural and urban 

communities and encourage the innovative entrepreneurial spirit.

ENGAGE INDUSTRY
• Engage with industry to build strategies that maintain a diversified 

economy and strengthen the business supply chain.

EXPAND THE EXPERIENCE
• Expand the tourist experience of Utah’s natural and cultural 

wonders.

ADVANCE PARTNERSHIPS
• Advance Utah’s unprecedented partnerships in industry, education 

and workforce development.



RECENT ACCOLADES

#1 Best State for Business

#1 Travel Destination

#2 Broadband Speeds in U.S.

#1 Tech Job Growth in U.S.

#1 in workforce quality

A+  Small Business Friendliness
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Presentation Notes
01.2017Forbes has named Utah the No. 1 best state for business six out of the last seven years. CNBC also ranked Utah the No. 1 state for business, too. Fodor's Travel named Utah the No. 1 travel destination for 2016, citing Utah’s exceptional scenery, unforgettable adventures, and ability to offer something for everyone—hikers, skiers, solo travelers, and families. Utah is the No. 2 state in the nation for average broadband speeds, and No. 3 fastest in the world.  According to U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics data reported in Business Insider, Utah had the greatest percentage of tech job growth in the nation at 7.69 percent. CEO Magazine ranked Utah No. 1 in the nation for workforce quality. Small business owners gave Utah an A+ in business friendliness in a survey conducted by Thumbtack.com. In every survey since 2012, Utah has tanked in the top 5. 



UTAH’S BUSINESS PROFILE

Small business
• More than half of Utah’s 71,000 firms have 5 employees 

or less

Entrepreneurial
• 23 percent of Utah workers 

are self-employed

We build things
• Manufacturing drives 16 

percent of GSP
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Presentation Notes
While we’ve attracted some global brands like Boeing and Goldman Sachs, at our heart, we’re an entrepreneurial people.2015 DWS stats71,000 Utah firms together employ about 1.3 million workersMore than half of Utah’s establishments employ fewer than 5 workers. More than 99 percent employ fewer than 250 workers.80 percent of all jobs and businesses are within 50-mile radius of Salt Lake City23 percent of workers are self-employed.The average Utah manufacturing job pays 20 percent more than the average wage statewideToday, manufacturing contributes to approximately 16 percent of Utah’s economy (source: Utah Manufacturing Association)Utah’s  manufacturing sector is strong. In Utah, the manufacturing industry has grown by 50 percent over the last 12 years, and it shows no signs of slowing.PricewaterhouseCoopers recently ranked Utah No. 3  nationally for aerospace manufacturing attractiveness.



Utah’s World Class Portfolio



COST 

INFRASTRUCTURE

WORKFORCE









Access to Opportunity: 
How many valued destinations can be reached 

in a reasonable period of time

“How many job opportunities 
are within 30 minutes?”

“how many skilled laborers 
are within 30 minutes?”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The value of an “access to opportunity” approach is it simultaneously is about the specific issue we are addressing - e.g., job centers or affordable housing - as well as who needs to get to or from these places and how easy it is for them to get to these places.  �



Potential Workforce



Labor access within 30 minutes



Transportation 
Improvement

Labor access within 30 minutes



Labor access within 30 minutes



Infill 
Development

Labor access within 30 minutes



Better speed

Bring growth near transportation

Reduce necessary travel distance

Methods to increase ATO
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Presentation Notes
TedMap of regional accessWFRC looks at this for whole region and goes a step beyond in that we look at…Above and beyond normal RTP 



Analyzing Access

>760,000 jobs within 30 minutes

130,000 jobs within 30 minutes
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Presentation Notes
TedMap of regional accessWFRC looks at this for whole region and goes a step beyond in that we look at…Above and beyond normal RTP 



Analyzing Access: by Transit

>160,000 jobs within 30 minutes
< 15,000 jobs within 30 minutes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TedMap of regional accessWFRC looks at this for whole region and goes a step beyond in that we look at…Above and beyond normal RTP 



For example… 

Public facilities: 
What is the best place to locate a 
community college?

Upward mobility:
How best to increase job / education 
access for lower income residents?

Industry clusters: 
How can growth and infrastructure 
improve access for a key industry 
cluster?

Access to Opportunity custom applications?

Presenter
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�Neighborhood Schools: �How many students would have a ½ walking route
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